Notes from 14th Meeting of
National Executive 2018-19
30th March 2019

Attendees at this meeting: 24 out of 31 attended
Rhys Scully, Carlow; Cormac Brady, Cavan; Shane Quinn, Clare; Ross Beatty, DLR; Daire
Harper, Donegal; Anthony Khijinski, Dublin City; Rachel Brennan, Dublin South; Luana
Romila, Fingal; Lorna Mannion, Galway City; Snejana Herbst, Kerry; Aaron Hackett,
Kildare; Dylan Gordon, Kilkenny; Cian Mac Gearailt, Laois; Scot Ferns, Leitrim; Alex Ní
Riain, Limerick; Alex Gorman, Longford; Josh Challoner, Louth; Rhiannon Keady, Mayo;
Laura McInerney, Meath; Kenneth Bracken, Offaly; Anna Powell, Tipperary; Tammy
Whelan, Waterford; Caoilfhinn Ní Choilligh, Westmeath; Jennifer Woods, Wicklow
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Focus of this meeting:
•

Welcome to Rhiannon Keady, new representative for Mayo

•

Continuing to work closely with Ger and John Halbert, formerly of the NCCA,
National Council for Curriculum and Assessment, (now working as independent
consultants) on developing our guidelines.

Morning session: dedicated to Student Voice and development of guidelines for schools
Focus:
•

Feedback from Steering Committee

•

Hart’s Ladder of Participation—exercise

•

Bumper sticker exercise—coming up with messages to get the word out about what
we’re doing

•

Viewing of video clips from previous meeting

Feedback from National Executive Steering Committee meeting 27.03.2019
Luana, Fingal; Cormac, Cavan and Scot, Leitrim sit on this committee and were involved in
presenting on the work of the National Executive to date, with particular reference to the
recent work undertaken with Ger and John.
Attending the meeting were representatives from the following organisations:

Dept of Children and Youth Affairs, Dept of Education and Skills, Secretariat of
Secondary Schools, NAPD (National Association of Principals and Deputy Principal),
Foróige, Youth Work Ireland, Ombudsman for Children’s Office and the Cavan and
Monaghan Education and Training Board (ETBI)
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What we presented at the meeting: draft points coming from our recent
workshop exercises with Ger and John
Ger and John spoke about how they have engaged with the young people using a series of
creative approaches. The outputs from these exercises have been recorded and will feed
into the development of the guidelines. The exercises themselves will potentially form part
of the online toolkit. Here are some of the key points chosen by the young people:
Scot: A school that’s authentically engaging with its students would be saying that…
“Every students voice is valuable” – engage equally with the quiet students, not just the
more vocal ones and encourage everyone to make their voices heard.
“We think it’s important for students to have a voice” – they would enable this by providing
students with the time and space (including a physical space) to allow them to be heard.
In a school that is authentically engaging with its students, teachers are…
“Asking students for their opinions and suggestions” –
“Starting conversations with students” - Important for teachers to start conversations
with those who are quiet or shy to ensure their opinions are heard. Two-way conversations
are important for students. They’re happier if they know they’re being heard.
Luana: A school that’s authentically engaging with its students would be doing what?
“Creating spaces where all students are heard” – this should include all students, making
sure none are sidelined
“Facilitating discussions with students. Acting on suggestions” – action is the important
part – needs to be more than symbolic.
“Respecting students as equals” – mutual respect = positive environment
“Treating students as peers” = better learning, better outcomes
Cormac: A school that’s authentically engaging with its students would be thinking…
“How can we improve our school as a collective?” – if we improve things for teachers it will
improve life for students too. Mutual respect is important.
“How can we know if students are happy with the ways in which the school is run” –
anonymous survey could be an option to try

“How can we implement this change?” – student council can’t be the only avenue to
implement this. It needs every student – the importance of every voice. Communication
between teachers and students is important.
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Reflections on the meeting from the young people and adults present:
•

Young people felt heard and listened to

•

They also felt challenged but felt it was constructive criticism and an important life
lesson, teaching them to deal with conflict situations.

•

Some of the adults in the room took exception to the suggestion by a steering
committee member that our proposal was not ”radical enough’” and feel that
changing the culture within schools is very radical.

Big messages coming from the meeting
•

Principals have a huge part to play in the process. Cultural change starts with them.

•

We can’t get everyone on side but need to work with what we have

•

Use what is already out there: need to locate the work we’re doing now within the
‘good stuff’ that’s already being rolled out in schools, i.e. Wellbeing programme and
JCT – Junior Cycle for Teachers and build on what’s already there to promote
student voice: School Self Evaluation, Senior Cycle review and in-school programmes
and events.

•

9-4 element: Student voice should be present in every aspect of the way students
experience school and heard from the minute the student walks in the door at 9am
and leaves at 4pm.

•

Toolkit will be a web-based resource and Guidelines will not be a passive document.
Will form part of a wider online interactive toolkit with sample exercises / worksheets for schools, similar to those we’ve used in recent National Executive
meetings

•

Guidelines and toolkit need to continue to be built on in the future. Important that
the National Executive have something tangible to launch by the end of their term
but that is just the start of it. It needs to be something that will stick and will
continue to be an ongoing process in schools far beyond this Executive.

What worked well?
•

Scot, Luana and Cormac enjoyed the preparatory session before the meeting where
they had the opportunity to recap on the outputs from the creative exercises
carried out with Ger and John. They took the time to reflect on what came out and
what key points they felt were of most importance to them. In this way, they felt
comfortable at the meeting and their delivery was natural, conversational and fluid.

•

They liked sitting at the round table alongside the Committee members and
presenting from there, instead of standing at the top of the room. This made them
feel more comfortable.
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Hart’s Ladder of Participation—exercise:

A series of statements were put to the group and they discussed where they felt they
would sit on the ladder, for example, Students should be updated on developments being
made in school.
Opinions offered ranged from 2-7 but what we learned was that background and context is
key. More information was needed to decide what is...
TOKENISM V REAL PARTICIPATION
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Bumper sticker exercise: thinking creatively!
Coming up with a series of messages to support the development of the toolkit. Short and
snappy, like those you’d find on a bumper sticker. Here are some of the ideas:

The idea is to come up with some critical messages that prompt people to think about
student voice and young people’s rights.
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Q: What would you do to make your school and your peers aware of the
work we are doing?
•

Involve and Implement = IMPROVE

•

Effective use of social media with a hashtag

•

Survey—how well is your school being represented?

•

Use Comhairle as an instrument.

•

Get the school prefects on board—talk to them about campaigning for student voice

•

Create links with ISSU—they work on representing student voice

•

Set up meetings with principals, Boards of Management and Student Council

Showing of video of vox-pops filmed at last meeting
Student voice and what it means to us...
Here are some of the things we’d like schools to know about student voice and how we know
when a school is taking students’ voices seriously...
https://youtu.be/YSjLrrHJkkY or click on image below to watch...
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Discussion about the development of the guidelines and production of a toolkit
for schools
Toolkit will be a web-based resource and Guidelines will not be a passive document. Will
form part of a wider online interactive toolkit with sample exercises and worksheets for
schools, similar to those we’ve been using in our meetings
JCT (JUNIOR CYCLE FOR TEACHERS) has a great website—we could look to adopt a
similar approach—click on image below to explore their website.

•

Sub-group to be established to work with designer on creating an online resource—
important that this is a resource that continues to be used beyond the term of the
current National Executive—need to think about who is going to take the torch from
us and run with this after our term.
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INDIVIDUALITY:
Following up on the two options to direct our Individuality campaign, as discussed at the
last meeting.
OPTION 1
Sub-groups’ proposal - empowering student councils within their own schools to challenge
attitudes in individual schools and to create a video campaign based on powerful individual
stories
Their proposal:
•

To empower student councils (through the Student Voice guidelines) to act on behalf
of the student body to challenge attitudes in individual schools.

•

Call to action’ in the guidelines for student councils to work on individuality within
their own schools

•

To make a video / mini-doc looking at various experiences in schools / personal
stories. Looking at the broader context, i.e. young traveller women (not allowed to
wear their jewellery), young Muslim women (not allowed to wear their scarf in school
grounds)

OPTION 2
Achievement flag project rewarding schools for evidence of their work on individuality
•

Upon reflection, the feeling was that this session was very rushed and members were
not given a fair amount of time to discuss the two options in any great detail at the
last meeting, as came through on the evaluation forms.

•

It was also felt that the vote that took place at the last meeting was not
representative of the full group as only 15 were present at this point—less than half
of the members.

•

A point was also made that a vote undermined the work carried out by the sub-group
who put a lot of time and energy into coming up with a realistic plan for the campaign
and had taken into account the views of the full group about incorporating the
campaign into the Guidelines.

•

Taking these points into consideration, the afternoon session of the meeting was
dedicated to a greater discussion on the pros and cons of the two options.
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OPTION 1
Sub-groups’ proposal - empowering student councils within their own schools to challenge
attitudes in individual schools and to create a video campaign based on powerful individual
stories
PROS:
•

Bigger impact with the campaign if it’s part of the Guidelines / Toolkit—likely to be
more successful in bringing about cultural change

•

As the Guidelines are now going to be part of a wider web-based resource, there are
greater possibilities to incorporate more interactive elements, including competitions.

CONS:
•

Budget dependent

OPTION 2
Achievement flag project rewarding schools for evidence of their work on individuality
PROS
•

An incentive for schools to make this a visible priority

CONS
•

The Minister may not get behind another reward project at this time. There was
recently a competition for young people to design an LGBT+ welcome sticker / marker
for display in communities and organisations all across Ireland signifying their
support for diversity and the inclusion of LGBTI+ people. This is part of the
Minister’s strategy and it is unlikely that she would support another simultaneous
achievement project at this time.

•

Feasibility—who would you hand it over to after your term? Unlikely to bring about
ongoing change if it stops with the current Executive.
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Small group discussion: what we want to do
•

Competition element as part of the web-based toolkit, for example, “what has your
school done to promote individuality?”
Suggestion: video competition
What does a school look like when it has an open atmosphere?
How schools are working to improve individuality, e.g. subject choices,
showing the progress they went through and addressing challenges
Schools have to register for the competition, it should have a closing date and
it should happen on a yearly basis

Has to have an action visible in school
Event at the end to award the schools that took part and the winners of the
competition. Opportunity to showcase the videos. Guidelines could be launched at
the same event. Student Council members / teachers & principals to be invited
Sample videos by the National Executive to go up on the online Toolkit
/ ask the two schools coming to the next meeting to make a sample video.
Certificate of Completion
Has to have a Call to Action—through the Guidelines
•

Resources on website—How to improve Individuality in your school. Blog / anony-

mous personal stories

NEXT STEPS:
•

Suggestions will be sent to Olive for consideration in advance of next meeting

•

Meeting to be arranged with Minister Zappone to update her on our plans to date—to
take place before the end of May. DCYA to make arrangements for a date which will
be circulated to those who expressed interest / would be available to attend (all except Laura & Snejana)

•

8 young people from the Executive to attend—4 to present on their work on the day

•

Those presenting will need to attend a briefing and prep session on a second day in
advance of the meeting with the Minister.

•

Homework for all in advance of next meeting—watch the Longford Comhairle video
below and think about it in the context of making Individuality videos. It’s all about
being yourself and the things you’d like to change about the world but is presented in
a humorous way
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Next meeting will be Sat. 13th April 2019
11:30—15:30
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